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Original 3D Model

Please provide feedback about AI simplified 3D model using the ranking tool on the right to tell 
how good the simplification is, compared to the original. The AI running in the background will 
improve the simplification of 3D models iteratively, according to your feedback. You can click 
the "I'm satisfied" button to terminate if you think one of the simplified 3D models (mesh) fits 
your preference.

A good simplified 3D model means 1) reducing the number of polygons as much as possible; 
2) keeping the important details and the overall shape of the original model; 3) the wireframe 
preserves the curvature flow.

You can change the view of the 3D model by dragging the mouse and zooming in/out by 
scrolling the mouse wheel. To change the visual assists, click the "wireframe" or "flat shading" 
to activate/deactivate different rendering modes.
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Wireframe ✓
Flat Shading ✓

Close Controls

▼ Visual Assists

Figure 1: The interface for optimizing 3D model simplification using an expert in the loop. In each iteration, the interface
presents four 3D models. Participants can drag and drop the top right blocks to a suitable rating region to provide a ranking at
submission. Each of the regions can contain multiple blocks. Blocks can be put into “I don’t know” to express an incomplete
preference. Participants can indicate their satisfaction by terminating the optimization loop. To inspect the 3D model quality,
they can zoom in/out, pan, and rotate the 3D models simultaneously using a mouse.

ABSTRACT
Human-in-the-loop optimization utilizes human expertise to guide
machine optimizers iteratively and search for an optimal solution
in a solution space. While prior empirical studies mainly investi-
gated novices, we analyzed the impact of the levels of expertise on
the outcome quality and corresponding subjective satisfaction. We
conducted a study (N=60) in text, photo, and 3D mesh optimization
contexts. We found that novices can achieve an expert level of qual-
ity performance, but participants with higher expertise led to more
optimization iteration with more explicit preference while keeping
satisfaction low. In contrast, novices were more easily satisfied and
terminated faster. Therefore, we identified that experts seek more
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diverse outcomes while the machine reaches optimal results, and
the observed behavior can be used as a performance indicator for
human-in-the-loop system designers to improve underlying models.
We inform future research to be cautious about the impact of user
expertise when designing human-in-the-loop systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human-in-the-loop (HITL) [51] optimization uses human expertise
to improve machine capabilities. It optimizes system parameters
according to human evaluation feedback and supports humans to
obtain better outcomes in a variety of areas, such as co-creation [50],
personalized recommendation [32], and decision-making [4]. When
designing a system that involves human feedback, a frequent design
decision is not to query absolute human ratings but to ask about
the preferred option among a set of design alternatives [40, 71]. If
this is done repeatedly, the system iteratively models the user’s
preferences from the given feedback to infer the next optimal set
of options. From a machine perspective, these options represent
curiosity regarding what humans might prefer.

When humans face a design problem that requires adjusting
various system parameters for the desired outcome, it is tedious
to tweak them without prior expertise with the system’s behavior.
To improve the feedback loop efficiency, one can substitute this
process of choosing different parameters with adaptive exploration
and exploitation using human choices. Among many existing ap-
proaches, the Bayesian optimization (BO) technique is frequently
used and preferred [11, 12, 61]. With BO applied, the user interface
(UI) can, for instance, present multiple design alternatives, from
which users then make a decision [71]. The system automatically
predicts the next best estimations and presents them again based
on past choices. The process not only removes the user workload
of tweaking parameters but is also expected to propose desired
outcomes eventually [48]. An underlying assumption is that the
system outcome could improve when more human expertise is
involved in this interaction loop.

However, the system might not always be effective in achieving
user satisfaction. There are several known reasons for this, such as
context [57], timing [28], trustworthiness [35], cognitive biases [12],
and unstable and contradicting preferences [53]. Specifically, in co-
creation, a user is not always satisfied with the results generated by
the machine due to the lack of practical creativity in the system [50];
in a personalized recommendation, the machine may converge to
some fixed recommended content and cannot bring fresh ideas
for users [32]; even in the process of AI-assisted decision-making,
users may not hold enough trust in the results provided by an
algorithm [18].

Although there are strategies to mitigate these subjective imper-
fections on the human side, such as improving transparency [35],
interpretability [19], and control [72], the reported dissatisfaction,
lack of freshness, and trust remain subjective and are measured
exclusively using subjective scales, Moreover, empirical studies also
mainly report based on novice user groups [13, 40]. The impact
of the involved expertise on the overall system outcome quality is
rarely discussed. On the other hand, we can not easily assess the
objective outcome quality reliably if the results partially depend
on subjective concepts. Since the expertise involved plays an im-
portant role in the obtained human feedback, we investigate the
following two research questions:

RQ1 How do HITL optimization outcomes differ objectively when
using preferential feedback from humans?, and

RQ2 What is the impact of the involved user expertise on the
system outcomes and subjective satisfaction?

In particular, we are interested to see how the answers to these
questions could provide insights for designing future HITL systems.
To cover a spectrum of different application domains, we consider
text summarization [64], photo color enhancement [39–41], and a
3D model simplification task [21, 31, 53] to evaluate the relation
between user expertise, satisfaction, and system outcome quality
when interacting with an intelligent system. Figure 1 shows one of
our ranking interfaces for HITL optimization. Our selected tasks
are not only challenging to design algorithms for and to solve
technically, as they require not only objective measurements but
also subjective opinions [2, 45]. Therefore, we conducted a study to
collect choice behaviors in a user group (N=60) with different levels
of expertise in three contexts to assess the overall interaction and
optimization loop. We also asked about their subjective satisfaction
regarding the final system outcomes.

As a key result, we evaluate the connection between user exper-
tise, subjective satisfaction, and the quality of the system outcomes
in an interactive feedback loop. Our evaluation indicates that novice
subjects can produce an equal outcome quality even faster (and be
more satisfied with it) than those with higher expertise. The main
contribution of this paper is an empirical investigation of the im-
pact of involved human expertise on the overall HITL optimization
performance. We also discuss design implications and potential
future directions to consider the impact of user expertise in HITL
optimization applications.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
To start, we briefly discuss the state-of-the-art approaches formodel-
ing human feedback iteratively using Bayesian optimization. Then,
we overview prior literature in the social sciences, mainly psy-
chology, to resolve the potential ambiguity regarding the terms
“satisficing” and “expertise” and approaches to quantify them. They
serve as the foundation of our problem description and support our
assessment of user expertise and satisfaction in HITL settings.

2.1 Modeling Preference from Human Feedback
Human-in-the-loop optimization outcomes depend on the machine
algorithm capability as well as the preferential feedback expressed
by a human user. Studies on the term “preference” appear in many
disciplines. For clarity in the subsequent discussions, in this paper,
we follow Hausman [27] in their counterargument against elimi-
nating preference using choice [26] and acknowledge the existence
of preference. In our use of terms, shown in Figure 2, preference is
a subjective concept representing an impermeable and unobserv-
able state of an individual mind. A preference may or may not be
present when the individual encounters multiple given options. A
choice denotes the objectively observable actions of the individual
that selects at least one option among the given ones, and decision
or judgment reveals a subjective realization process from a pref-
erence towards a choice. A choice may not reflect the underlying
preference due to external influences.

In existing theories regarding preferences in psychology and
economics, theoretical models tend to infer preference from com-
parisons [65] and rely on basic axioms [1] of this preference logic:
completeness and transitivity. The completeness axiom assumes
the existence of preference, which guarantees that individuals can
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always express their preference by choosing among at least two
options; transitivity means that we can infer that A is preferred
over C if we prefer A over B and B over C.

Although these axioms are convenient for a rigorous discussion
of the logic of preferences, they are still strong assumptions that
may easily be violated. Behavioral literature shows that choices are
partly dominated by the context [57], and the transitivity axiom is
not applicable when implicitly involving other judgments that were
not previously considered. For example, when a human prefers
A over B and B over C involving only one objective, they may
implicitly involve another, previously unconsidered objective when
choosing between A and C as a pair. As a result, C may be preferred
over A. Moreover, the completeness axiom may be violated when
the human thinks that “I don’t know” or “I don’t care” among
two subjectively indistinguishable options, thus causing a random
choice.

Since BO learns a posterior from human feedback, it aims to
search for a maximum of an unknown function by exploring and
exploiting the solution space. Therefore, it can propose examples
using an acquisition function, ask the human to provide a choice,
and then infer the underlying preference iteratively. When deal-
ing with choices from pairwise comparisons, preferential Bayesian
optimization (PBO)1 as a specialized category of BO has received
increasing development in recent studies [24, 33, 40, 49, 62]. While
BO learns based on absolute rating utility (rate and assign a score to
an option), PBO learns from human choice in pairwise comparisons
according to Thurstone’s law of comparative judgment [65]. To
avoid the mentioned violations of the transitivity axiom, the recent
extensions [7, 40, 62] to PBO transited from using a binary pairwise
comparison to using a reasonable amount of options. These exten-
sions can largely prevent violation of the transitivity axiom and
infer more information at a time because they either consider choos-
ing a set of options as winners among all given options [7, 40]; or
provide a ranking of all given options, where options may share the
same level of rank [62]. Note that more ranking elements may also
increase the uncertainty for users to make imperfect decisions [51]
due to increased workload. Thus, one should carefully consider the
presented number of elements.

Although PBO has used pairwise comparisons to mitigate var-
ious issues regarding unstable human judgments, these current
approaches could also violate preference axioms due to cognitive
limitations. Tversky and Kahneman [67] have widely presented
how heuristic biases might influence the choice behavior. Exter-
nal causes can also produce a considerable amount of noise in

1We use PBO as a more general term to represent a category of methods that infer
preference from choice, in contrast to the specific approach by González et al. [24].
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“I prefer strawberry”

Figure 2: A decision process turns an internal preference
state into an observable choice. The choice may not reflect
the underlying preference due to external influences.

choice [34]. To overcome the violation of preference axioms, PBO
has also considered handling noisy inputs [46] and guarantees the-
oretical convergence when dealing with unstable choices. Despite
all these developments in PBO, we still observe two challenges in
practice: The first challenge is that a human might change their
objective during the integrative optimization, even using pairwise
comparisons, because PBO assumes a fixed implicit underlying
choice function which it can learn. Although PBO can deal with
noisy inputs, another challenge is that it requires much more itera-
tions to let the optimization converge. This is usually very costly
when involving a human, andwe also need to design the UI carefully
to mitigate these issues and reduce user errors.

Therefore, there are several major design considerations to ob-
tain reliable preference from choice: 1) the underlying learning
algorithm should effectively deal with feedback uncertainty and
noisy input of an individual being, 2) the objective of the user task
should be provided to avoid incomplete preference, and 3) The
user interfaces should support users to express their incomplete
preferences explicitly.

2.2 Bounded Rationality and Satisficing
Understanding the satisfaction of users when they are involved
in a loop requires deeper insights from human psychological fac-
tors regarding bounded rationality and satisficing. Simon [63] first
coined the term bounded rationality to describe the perceived in-
formation limits individual rationality. This observation provides a
sufficient discussion base for interpretations regarding irrational
decisions. As previously discussed, Tversky and Kahneman [67]
emphasized one possible category of systematic errors from the cog-
nitive perspective. In recent discussions [10, 23], researchers take
a statistical perspective and underline that recurring noise could
also contribute equally [34] to bounded rationality. This is met by
matching behavior from the preference point of view, as bounded
rationality appears in the decision or judgment process and causes
the violation of the completeness axiom due to satisficing.

Satisficing is a “good enough” decision strategy [58, 63] that ends
the search process when a certain threshold quality is met. When
some of the presented options are subjectively acceptable, the effects
of bounded rationality and satisficing cause the process to terminate
with a sub-optimal outcome. An opposite decision tendency is called
maximizing, where a final decision cannot be made without enough
information. Schwartz et al. [60] provided evidence by assessing
subjective happiness and individual differences in what people
aspire to when they make decisions in various domains of their
lives. People who use a maximizing strategy desire the best possible
result. Although the authors did not find any strict causality for a
maximizing strategy producing significantly lower satisfaction with
life than satisficing, they argue that a maximizing decision strategy
might constantly look for better objective outcomes. In modern
recommender systems, for example, prior work [30] showed that a
satisficing strategy leads to quicker selections and increased content
viewing time. In contrast, subjects using a maximizing strategy
spent significantly more time on selection activities. In comparison,
subjects using satisficing decision strategies spent significantly less
viewing time, regardless of subjective content quality.
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The objective reasons why HITL optimization systems work dif-
ferently for bounded rational human agents remain underexplored.
Although previous psychology research correlated rationality with
using satisficing and maximizing decision strategies, there is little
discussion about what objective properties lead to the reported
subjective dissatisfaction in this new context. Especially as the pre-
viously reported unsatisfactory results rarely evaluate the objective
quality of optimized choice options while involving different levels
of rationality, we also wonder if an unsatisfactory result has compa-
rably lower quality or whether satisficing is sufficient to maximize a
machine learner’s capability. In addition, with proper selection on a
task, the quality of a rational choice is also part of the consequence
of human intelligence, known as “expertise”. Concerning decisions
using expertise, empirical research also reports that people with
high expertise apply more criteria during their decision, especially
clinic decisions [25], which proved less efficient and more corre-
lated to a maximizing strategy. Still, it remains unclear what the
satisfaction would be in this case.

2.3 Expertise in Context
To analyze the concept of expertise and quantify the impact of
involved expertise, one of the most straightforward questions re-
garding expertise is: “what is an expert?” Depending on the domain
context, there are different decompositions of the concept of exper-
tise. In particular, Garrett et al. [22] describe six different dimensions
regarding expertise, whereas Collins [15] suggests three dimensions
and Kotzee and Smit [38] suggest only two dimensions based on
social aspects. On a higher level, Bourne et al. [9] argues for inter-
preting expertise as a descriptive term that involves knowledge and
skills, which are mental or cognitive concepts rather than physical
talent. Therefore, tasks that might be physically quickly adapted
and measured regarding efficiency are less suited to verifying the
expertise involved.

To quantify the loosely defined concept “expertise,” a range of
theoretical models have been developed, e.g., by describing a game
between a decision-maker and an expert who proposes options [42].
For our purpose here, we are interested in quantifying the level of
expertise of a specific humanwithin a particular context. Treem and
Leonardi [66] propose to define 1) an observer who knows what it
looks like and 2) an expert who has an objective communicative skill
that outperforms the observer who can infer their expertise. Ooge
and Verbert [52] further developed this concept and introduced a
third metric for inferring expertise by using a preliminary task to
measure a person’s performance.

Because of the interpretation ambiguities and different argu-
ments about proper measures in other contexts, instead of asking
about an absolute level “is A an expert?”, identifying a person with
a comparatively higher level of expertise than another appears to be
a more reliable local assessment. This transition turns the expertise
assessment into a ranking question “is A better than B in context
C?” similar to preference ordering [44]. Ferrod et al. [20] turned the
problem of detecting the level of expertise of a user from dialogues
into a text classification task that concerns and emphasizes exper-
tise in the telecommunication domain. Although their measures
are not directly transferable to a general context, the classification

methodology confirms that relative expertise inferred from classifi-
cation can avoid defining absolute levels. The literature analysis in
this section identified that expertise is highly context-dependent,
and that human experience is relevant. To measure the involved
expertise in a feedback loop, one does not only need to measure the
human experience but also needs to consider the context involved.

3 USER STUDY
We designed the following user study to answer our research ques-
tions (RQ1 and RQ2). To understand the impact of expertise on
satisfaction, we hypothesize that by usingHITL optimization, partic-
ipants with a higher level of expertise will produce a better outcome
quality and perceive higher satisfaction than novice participants. To
verify this, we designed a between-group controlled experiment in
three problem contexts: text summarization, photo color enhance-
ment, and 3D model simplification. As dependent variables, we
measured participants’ expertise in a domain context, interactions
with the system, and feedback from final questionnaires (individual
rating scales and open questions).

3.1 Problem Context
In a HITL optimization context, it is more fitting to use decision-
making tasks that sit between pure subjective preference matter
(e.g., favorite colors) and well-defined objective optimization prob-
lems that can be solved procedurally (e.g., finding the global min-
imum of a strict convex continuous function). We need to select
tasks where users provide ranking feedback using their expertise.
A task should also be iterative for observing progress and partially
subjective because users could balance the trade-off on different
objectives.

We selected tasks that include text summarization, photo color
enhancement, and 3D model simplification for the following rea-
sons: 1) They all partially involve rational, objective judgment, and
subjective components. 2) Each domain requires different levels
of human expertise: text summarization only requires language
proficiency, which is a fundamental human expertise; photo color
enhancement requires an understanding of aesthetics and color
theory; 3D model simplification requires domain-specific technical
3D modeling expertise. 3) All these contexts had been discussed in
the HITL optimization literature [39–41, 53, 64] individually but
not compared to each other together.

3.2 User Interfaces for Data Collection
Figure 1, and 3 show our UIs in the HITL optimization main task
for 3D model simplification, text summarization, and photo color
enhancement, respectively. All interfaces collect a participant’s ex-
pertise at the beginning of the study, then present four variants
through the interface. When a task is over, the interface presents
six final questions and an open question regarding their satisfaction
and overall experience when interacting with the system. In all sys-
tem interfaces, users can express their ranking choices, and users
provide a ranking of the current four result variants on the inter-
face’s right side. Additionally, in the 3D model simplification task,
a user can rotate, zoom, and move the four models simultaneously
to inspect and compare the quality of the models. In line with prior
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Original News Article

Lionel Messi scored for the sixth game in a row as 
Barcelona defeated big-spending Atletico Madrid 3-0 to 
stay in touch with Primera Liga leaders Real Madrid. Messi 
(left) is congratulated by Ronaldinho after scoring again in 
Barcelona's 3-0 win over Atletico Madrid. Barcelona had 
thumped Atletico 6-0 on their own ground last season and 
the visitors were out for revenge -- but conceded twice in 
four minutes. After 15 minutes, Italian goalkeeper Christian 
Abbiati let a routine Messi cross slip out of his hands and 
Deco rolled home into the empty net. Four minutes later 
Messi played a great one-two with Ronaldinho and rifled a 
shot past Abbiati for his sixth goal of the season and Xavi 
added a third late on. "It was a deserved victory against a 
rival that we have had problems with in the past," 
explained Barca coach Frank Rijkaard. "We scored twice 
in quick succession and then we controlled the match 
using aggression and with the team attacking and 
defending as a unit." "Conceding two early goals inside 
four minutes is not easy to turn around especially against 
Barcelona,\" admitted Atletico coach Javier Aguirre. It was 
Barcelona's fourth straight league win but they still trail 
Real Madrid by two points after the champions beat 

Barcelona beat Atletico Madrid 3-0 to stay in touch with Primera Liga leaders Real Madrid. Lionel Messi scores sixth goal 
of the season for the Catalan giants. Real Madrid beat Recreativo Huleva 2-0 in a last minute to keep Real two points 
clear. Real's first-ever league win since 1991 as Real Madrid make their best start since 1991.

Barcelona beat Atletico Madrid 3-0 to stay in touch with Primera Liga leaders Real Madrid. Lionel Messi scores sixth goal 
of the season for the Catalan giants. Real Madrid beat Recreativo Huleva 2-0 in their La Liga clash to stay two points 
clear of Real. Real's Gonzalo Higu

Barcelona beat Atletico Madrid 3-0 to stay in touch with Primera Liga leaders Real Madrid. Lionel Messi scores sixth goal 
of the season for the Catalan giants. Real Madrid beat Recreativo Huleva 2-0 in their La Liga clash to stay two points 
clear of Real. Real's Gonzalo Higuain scores late winner to keep Real two points behind Real Madrid at the top.

Barcelona beat Atletico Madrid 3-0 to stay in touch with Primera Liga leaders Real Madrid. Lionel Messi scores sixth goal 
of the season for the Catalan giants. Real Madrid beat Recreativo Huleva 2-0 in a last minute to keep Real two points 
clear. Real's Abel Resino becomes first Spanish league coach to be sacked this season.

Provide feedback using the ranking interface about summarized 
text to archive these objectives:
Objective 1: Let AI summarize the article as much as possible
Objective 2: Preserve the meaning of the original article

Total: 462 words

(a) AI-based text summarization.

Drag and drop the following boxes to rank AI 
optimized results.

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Terrible

I don’t know
D

A

B

SUBMIT FEEDBACK I’M SATISFIED

C

Original Photo
Provide feedback about AI-enhanced photos using the ranking tool on the right, to tell how good the enhanced photo 
color is, compared to the original. The AI running in the background will improve the enhanced photos iteratively 
according to your feedback. You can click the “I’m satisfied button to terminate if you think one of the photo fit your 
preference.

AI Enhanced Photo C

AI Enhanced Photo A AI Enhanced Photo B

AI Enhanced Photo D

(b) AI-based photo color enhancement. The photo is taken from Koyama et al. [40].

Figure 3: The ranking interface for a) text summarization and b) photo color enhancement. In each iteration, the interface
presents four options. Participants can drag and drop the top right blocks to a suitable rating region to provide a ranking of the
options regarding the given objectives. Each of the regions can contain multiple blocks. Blocks can be put in the “I don’t know”
region to express an incomplete preference.

work by Ou et al. [53], we use a listwise interface with four vari-
ants instead of two pairwise comparisons to increase the collected
feedback in each iteration without increasing system processing
and data transmission time. After the user submits the ranking
information, the background system will utilize this information
and then optimize and infer the next optimal set of variants. We
also added an “I don’t know” container box to the ranking UI and
allowed participants to express incomplete preferences. This design
is intended to prevent the violation of the completeness axiom.

3.3 Apparatus
We developed the frontend UIs using Material UI2, React DnD3,
and three.js4. Apart from the frontend, our backend core service
is written in Go5 for easier concurrency management. It serves
our frontend interfaces, data collection, and communications with
2https://mui.com/, last accessed February 13, 2023
3https://react-dnd.github.io/react-dnd/about, last accessed February 13, 2023
4https://threejs.org, last accessed February 13, 2023
5https://go.dev, last accessed February 13, 2023

https://mui.com/
https://react-dnd.github.io/react-dnd/about
https://threejs.org
https://go.dev
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other dedicated computing microservices, including domain services
and an optimizer service. The logged data were directly managed
using the OS file system with naming conventions. We deployed
all services on our institute infrastructure (Ubuntu 20.04, 8-Core
Intel Core i9-9900K, 64GB RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080
Ti with 11GB of GPU memory).

3.3.1 Domain services. We implemented three separate domain
services. To perform text summarization, we picked the pre-trained
BART model via HuggingFace6. We implemented an isolated text
summarization server using Flask7 with GPU acceleration. We
use Nucleus sampling [29] as a stochastic text decoding strategy8
for our inference use case because it allows for a bounded hyper-
parameter space (between 0 and 1) and can generate diverse human-
like sentences in the inference phase. Since we designed our user
task to consider the length of summarization as a decision criterion,
we used a summarization ratio as a hard limit that controls the
text generation length and a length penalty as a selected soft limit
that encourages the model to generate shorter text. As a result, our
hosted text summarization service allows four adjustable system
hyper-parameters at every model inference stage: 1) summarization
ratio, 2) length penalty, 3) top-p8, and 4) temperature8.

For photo color enhancement, we used a parameterized photo
enhancer [39–41] as an image processing service for better integra-
tion to the core service. This service allows five adjustable system
hyper-parameters that are bounded between 0 and 1: 1) brightness,
2) contrast, 3) saturation, 4) temperature, and 5) tint. Lastly, we used
a 3D mesh reducer [53] as a 3D mesh processing service, and it also
contains five bounded system hyper-parameters: 1) simplification
ratio, 2) border preservation, 3) hard edge preservation, 4) sharpness
preservation, and 5) quadrilateral preservation.

3.3.2 Optimizer service. We implemented the underlying optimizer
using BoTorch [3] as a command line service, which reads the user
responses to estimate the next optimal system hyper-parameters
for exploration. BoTorch provides the EUBO [33] optimizer as one
of the state-of-the-art PBO optimizers that consider noisy inputs to
estimate system hyper-parameters for pairwise comparisons. We
extended EUBO to utilize ranking comparisons to fit a Gaussian
process using the user’s rank data first. Then, we used the learned
latent utility value to fit another Gaussian process and infer the
next batch of exploration positions.

3.4 Procedure
The overall procedure is visualized in Figure 4. Participants started
the study with an informed consent form and answered initial
demographic questions, including their age, gender, and domain
expertise. The UI presents a set of evaluation options to participants.
The main task is to provide feedback, using the UI, to the AI to 1) for
a news article: summarize the given news articles as much as possible
while preserving the meaning of the article; 2) for a photo: improve
and enhance the color of the photo; and 3) for a 3Dmodel: simplify the
number of polygons as much as possible while preserving the overall
appearance. Because the optimizers need initialization samples, in

6https://huggingface.co/sshleifer/distilbart-cnn-12-6, last accessed February 13, 2023
7https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.2.x/, last accessed February 13, 2023
8https://huggingface.co/blog/how-to-generate, last accessed February 13, 2023

the first 4 iterations, a participant evaluated outcomes produced
by quasi-random Sobol sampled [56, 69] system hyper-parameters.
After acquiring these preference priors from participants, starting
from the 5th iteration, the optimizer is used, and participants can
freely terminate if satisfied with the current text summary. The task
automatically ends after 20 iterations to limit participation time.
After termination, participants answered six questions regarding
their satisfaction with the system outcomes and their experience
using the interface to give feedback. Each participant completed 3x3
Latin square-shuffled news articles9, photos10, and 3D models11.
Example iteratively optimized outcomes are shown in Figure 5.

3.5 Participants
We recruited participants worldwide on Prolific. Because partic-
ipants had different median completion times in different exper-
imental conditions, we paid between £3 to £9 upon completion,
corresponding to an hourly wage of £9/h ($10.4/h). Participants
gave informed consent at the beginning of the study; thus, the study
adhered to European privacy laws (GDPR). In total, we collected
data from 91 participants from 13 countries. To guarantee high-
quality responses, we only consider participants if they: 1) had an
approval rate of 95%, 2) completed the study only once, 3) answered
with consistent demographics, e.g., not more than five years of
age difference in the study compared to the platform registration
information, and 4) provided their response in at least a reasonable
amount of time, i.e., spent longer than 3 seconds in each iteration to
read the summarized text and interact with the interface according
to our pilot study observations. Therefore, we will report our results
based on 60 participants (31 female, 29 male, and no diverse; age
` = 26.92, 𝜎 = 6.44, range 19-52). Each domain context includes 20
participants.

3.6 Measurements
During the study, we measured participants’ expertise, their in-
teraction behavior with our developed system, subjective ranking
feedback to the system outcomes, objective quality of system out-
come, and their subjective satisfaction and open questions regarding
their experience.

3.6.1 Expertise Measures. As discussed in Section 2.3, since user
expertise is measured differently in prior research, we use a similar
approach as Ferrod et al. [20], Ooge and Verbert [52], and combine
the following established metrics: 1) self-indication, 2) accumulated
work experience, and 3) familiarity with domain problems. For the
text context, we ask for their language proficiency, and for the im-
age and mesh contexts, we ask for their self-indicated photo editing
and 3D modeling expertise. All contexts asked for their months of
work experience as well as when was their last time of experience.
Based on the collected data, relative levels of expertise are used
in our context for the discussion of expertise, and we normalized
these measures among all participants, then grouped participants
9Selected from the CNN daily mail dataset, article IDs: ea06fd0b25cb9793397a,
35f0e33de7923036a97a, 42c027e4ff9730fbb3de. See https://huggingface.co/datasets/
cnn_dailymail, last accessed February 13, 2023
10Selected from Koyama et al. [40]. See https://github.com/yuki-koyama/sequential-
gallery/tree/main/resources/scaled, last accessed February 13, 2023
11Selected model name: stanford bunny, suzanne, and fandisk. See https://github.com/
alecjacobson/common-3d-test-models, last accessed February 13, 2023

https://huggingface.co/sshleifer/distilbart-cnn-12-6
https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.2.x/
https://huggingface.co/blog/how-to-generate
https://huggingface.co/datasets/cnn_dailymail
https://huggingface.co/datasets/cnn_dailymail
https://github.com/yuki-koyama/sequential-gallery/tree/main/resources/scaled
https://github.com/yuki-koyama/sequential-gallery/tree/main/resources/scaled
https://github.com/alecjacobson/common-3d-test-models
https://github.com/alecjacobson/common-3d-test-models
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Figure 4: The study procedure: Each participant did one of the three domain contexts (news articles, photos, and 3D models).

into three groups using quantile-based discretization: novice, inter-
mediate, and experienced. Note that the descriptions only represent
the relative levels among our recruited participants. In a larger
user group, they may be reconsidered as novice or intermediate
accordingly.

3.6.2 Behavior Measures. We measured how participants inter-
acted with our developed systems, including 1) decision time: the
period between the appearance of the evaluation options and a full
ranking is submitted, 2) number of iterations per task, 3) number
of incomplete preferences per iteration, 4) number of indifference
preferences per task, and 5) number of drag and drop operations to
rank given options.

3.6.3 Objective Outcome Quality Measures. In the text summa-
rization context, we measured the total number of words in the
outcome texts to validate if participants made progress on the given
objectives. We also computed the BLEU [54] and ROUGE [47] (in-
cluding ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L) scores to measure the
objective quality of summarized texts as they are frequently used
to evaluate the quality of summarization, and correlate positively
with human evaluation. For the photo color enhancement context,
we converted the outcome photo from RGB color space to HSV and
YUV to directly reflect the relevant optimization metrics. Namely,
we computed saturation, contrast, and brightness using a mean of
pixel-wise subtraction between source and outcome in the H, S, and
V channels correspondingly. Furthermore, we computed the mean
pixel-wise difference of U channels in YUV color space for tint
changes and similarly in the V channel for temperature changes.

The task of 3D model simplification concerns simplification ra-
tio [8] and perceivable changes regarding visual quality, wireframe
quality, and surface quality. The visual quality and wireframe qual-
ity are useful indicators concerning human perceptual judgments.
In contrast, surface quality is defined at a technical level and was
found to be more difficult to perceive visually compared to the other
qualities [16]. Therefore, we computed the simplification ratio to
validate whether participants progressed on the given objectives. In
terms of visual quality, one can use rendering quality from multiple
camera views to measure visual quality during mesh simplification.
A 3D model can be rendered as a series of images from differ-
ent perspectives with given rendering settings, such as specified
light conditions, camera settings, and rendering algorithms. We
use an equally weighted combination of peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio [37] (PSNR) and structural similarity [68] (SSIM) to measure the

rendering difference. For wireframe quality, we computed scaled
Jacobian cell quality [36] because it was previously suggested to
better correlate with the human judgment [16]. The scaled Jaco-
bian cell quantity itself measures how a given face is regularized.
Lastly, we sampled two point clouds on the source mesh and the
outcome, then used Chamfer distance [5] to indicate the surface
quality. Surface quality is less observable compared to the other
three objectives.

3.6.4 Subjective Measures. After participants ended a task, we
asked six questions: Q1) participants’ overall subjective satisfaction
with the final results; Q2) their confidence if they think they can do a
better version by themselves than the system, which was optimized
based on their provided feedback; Q3) whether the final outcome
matched their expected result; Q4) whether they felt improvements
of the result from iteration to iteration; Q5) whether they felt the
“I don’t know” option was useful, and Q6) whether they believed
they gave clear feedback to the AI. We measured these questions
using a bipolar slider-based Likert scale. Among these questions,
Q1 to Q4 are intended to measure subjective satisfaction.

4 RESULTS
Based on the behavior and subjective questionnaires, we first ver-
ify the relationship between user expertise and satisfaction. Then,
we evaluate the optimization loops in different domains based on
the collected ranking data and objective quality measurements of
outcomes.

4.1 Behavior and Subjective Satisfaction
To analyze the behavior and subjective satisfaction, we first group
our participants using quantile-based discretization to guarantee
each grouped expertise level has an evenly distributed number of
participants. Then we assert the data’s normality using the Shapiro-
Wilk test. We use a t-test to compare the difference between novices
and experienced participants for normally distributed data. Oth-
erwise, we report a Wilcoxon rank sum test as a non-parametric
approach to compare the differences between novice and experi-
enced participants for measured dependent variables. Full results
are available in Section 7.

4.1.1 Inferred Expertise. Our participants reported varied experi-
ences in different domains. They self-indicated English proficiency
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(a) AI-based text summarization.

(b) AI-based photo color enhancement. Original photos are taken from Koyama et al. [40]

(c) AI-based 3D model simplification.

Figure 5: Example outcome sequences from the a) text summarization, b) photo color enhancement, and c) 3D model simplifica-
tion. From left to right, it shows how the objective was optimized progressively until the final satisfying outcome (far right).

on the CEFR scale12: B1 10.00%, B2 30.00%, C1 35.00%, and C2 25.00%.
For self-indicated expertise in photo editing: none 25.00%, novice
45.00%, intermediate 25.00%, experienced 5.00%, experts 0.00%. For
self-indicated expertise in 3Dmodeling: none 35.00%, novice 45.00%,
intermediate 15.00%, experienced 5.00%, and none indicated them-
selves as experts.

12CEFR scale: https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-
languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale, last accessed Febru-
ary 13, 2023

Participants indicated their period of work experience. For text
summarization: No work experience 25%, less than one year of
experience 30%, 1 to 5 years 25%, more than 5 years 20%; for photo
editing: No work experience 50%, less than one year of experience
10%, 1 to 5 years 30%, more than 5 years 10%; for 3D modeling: No
work experience 60%, less than one year of experience 40%. Regard-
ing the recent experience in these domains, for text summarization:
Never 5%, in recent 2 weeks 20.0%, 2 weeks to 3 months ago 25.0%,
3 to 6 months ago 10.0%, 6 to 12 months ago 20.0%, 13 to 36 months
ago 5.0%, more than 36 months ago 15.0%. for photo editing: Never

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
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10.0%, in recent 2 weeks 40.0%, 2 weeks to 3 months ago 30.0%, 3 to
6 months ago 5.0%, 6 to 12 months ago 10.0%, 13 to 36 months ago
5.0%; and for 3D modeling: Never 40.0%, in recent 2 weeks 15.0%,
2 weeks to 3 months ago 15.0%, 3 to 6 months ago 5.0%, 6 to 12
months ago 5.0%, 13 to 36 months ago 5.0%, more than 36 months
ago 15.0%.

In total, using quantile-based discretization, we inferred partici-
pants’ level of expertise in the three contexts: text summarization
(Novice: 7, Intermediate: 7, Experienced: 6); photo color enhance-
ment (Novice: 7, Intermediate: 7, Experienced: 6); 3D model simpli-
fication (Novice: 7, Intermediate: 6, Experienced: 7).

4.1.2 Interaction Behaviors. All measured interaction behavior in-
dicators are visualized in Figure 6. In terms of the decision time,
we found a significant difference between novices and experienced
participants both in text summarization (W = 8273.00, p = .051;
r = -0.14, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.27, -0.0006]), photo color enhancement (W =
22320.00, p = .041; r = 0.12, 𝐶𝐼95%=[0.006, 0.23]), and 3D model sim-
plification (W = 20999.50, p < .001; r = 0.45,𝐶𝐼95%=[0.34, 0.54]). This
means experienced participants are either more thoughtful (e.g., in
the text summarization domain) or more effective (e.g., photo color
enhancement and 3D simplification) in forming their decision. For
the number of involved iterations, we did not find a significant
difference between novices and experienced participants in text
summarization (W = 223.00, p = .953; r = 0.01, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.33, 0.35])
and 3D model simplification (W = 199.50, p = .751; r = 0.06,𝐶𝐼95%=[-
0.30, 0.40]). However, we found significant more iteration in photo
color enhancement (W = 99.00, p = .008; r = -0.48, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.71, -
0.15]) for experienced participants than novices. The results suggest
that experienced participants explore the solution space significantly
more when the feedback loop is more efficient.

When checking the expressed number of incomplete preferences,
we found experienced participants rarely express an incomplete
preference, and novices in the 3D model simplification domain ex-
press incomplete preference significantly more than experienced
participants (W = 249.00, p = .023; r = 0.32, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.04, 0.60])
domains. However, we did not find a significant difference in text
summarization (W = 274.50, p = .081; r = 0.24, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.10, 0.54])
and in photo color enhancement (W = 144.50, p = .154; r = -0.24,
𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.54, 0.13]) contexts. Similarly, we found experienced par-
ticipants indicated indifference preference significantly more than
novices in the photo color enhancement domain (W = 102.50, p =
.015; r = -0.46, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.70, -0.13]) but neither in the text domain
(W = 265.00, p = .255; r = 0.20,𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.15, 0.51]) nor the 3D model
domain (W = 230.50, p = .242; r = 0.22, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.14, 0.53]). Regard-
ing the number of ranking interactions to express the preference
in an iteration, we found experienced participants express signifi-
cantly more than novices in text summarization (W = 8439.50, p =
.062; r = -0.12, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.25, 0.02]) but not in photo (W = 19405.50,
p = .590; r = -0.03,𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.14, 0.09]) and 3D model (W = 14994.50,
p = .516; r = 0.03, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.09, 0.16]) domains. These results show
that experienced participants express their ranking preference more
clearly. In contrast, novices might not know if the machine outcome
may not be good enough for them, resulting in more incomplete and
fewer indifferent preferences.

4.1.3 Subjective Satisfaction. As mentioned in Section 3.6.4, we
measured subjective satisfaction at the end of every task, and from

Q1 to Q4, are used to measure the satisfaction. Since Cronbach’s 𝛼
is fairly high 𝛼=0.721,𝐶𝐼95%=[0.648, 0.782] in our collected data, we
aggregate these questions as satisfaction indicators. See Figure 7.

We conducted an ART ANOVA [70], as the Shapiro-Wilk normal-
ity test showed that the data are not normally distributed (W=.964,
p<.001). This analysis revealed that the overall satisfaction of the
final system outcome is significantly influenced by the involved exper-
tise (𝐹2,51=7.56, p=.001, [2=0.23) as well as by the domain context
(𝐹2,51=3.84, p=.027, [2=0.13). Moreover, no interaction effect was
found (𝐹4,51=0.50, p=.733, [2=0.04).

4.2 Interactions within the Optimization Loop
We analyze three aspects to quantify the overall optimization loop:
1) The directly measured preference utility, i.e., ranking data, from
participants. 2) The learned latent utility of the underlying BO
optimizer, and 3) The system outcome quality based on objective
metrics. For the directly measured preference utility, a higher value
of utility represents participants considering the outcome quality is
better in the current evaluating options. The learned latent utility
represents how the underlying algorithms consider the human is
satisfied with the current results based on the ranking responses; a
higher value represents BO optimizer considers more satisfaction
on the human side. Lastly, the objectivelymeasured outcome quality
metrics measure how different an outcome is from the original task
input.

4.2.1 Measured and Learned Preference Ranking Utility. As shown
in Figure 8, for directly measured preference utility from rank-
ing data, we fitted a linear mixed model [6, 43] (estimated using
REML and nloptwrap optimizer) to predict preference utility with
involved expertise and exploration iterations. The model included
participants as a random effect. Comparing to novice participants
(𝐶𝐼95%=[0.49, 0.56], t(3592) = 28.56, p < .001), we found that in all
domain contexts, the submitted preference utility from experienced
participants is statistically non-significant and negative (𝛽 = -0.02,
𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.07, 0.03], t(3592) = -0.69, p = .489). The effect of iteration
is statistically significant and positive (𝛽 = .002, 𝐶𝐼95%=[.001, .003],
t(3592) = 3.32, p < .001). This means that regardless of the involved
expertise, participants behave consistently, and in later iterations,
the final ranking utility is higher than at the beginning of HITL
optimization.

Regarding the learned latent utility from the BO optimizer, as
illustrated in Figure 9, we fitted another linear mixed model (esti-
mated using REML and nloptwrap optimizer) to predict the learned
latent utility with involved expertise and exploration iterations.
Comparing to novice participants (𝐶𝐼95%=[0.42, 0.46], t(3592) =
42.97, p < .001), the effect of experienced participants is statistically
significant and positive (𝛽 = 0.03,𝐶𝐼95%=[0.001, 0.06], t(3592) = 2.03,
p = .042). But the effect of iteration is statistically non-significant
and positive (𝛽 = 0.001, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.0004, 0.002], t(3592) = 1.32, p =
.186). This result means that the provided ranking data from expe-
rienced participants are more effective and consistent for the BO
optimizer than the ranking data from novices.

4.2.2 Objective Outcome Quality. We normalized the iteration se-
quence and visualized the exploration progress in Figure 10. For
analyzing the progress, we fitted linear mixed models for all metrics
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Figure 6: Measured interactions of participants in different domain contexts. Measurements are grouped by the level of expertise.
The results indicate that experienced participants express their preferential ranking decisions more clearly than novices. For
example, they behave faster in decision time with more iterations or decide slower with more ranking interactions (thoughtful
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Figure 7: Measured subjective satisfaction, the usefulness
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ranking evaluation. The results suggest that subjective satis-
faction significantly decreases when comparing novice and
experienced participants. All participants considered allow-
ing expressing incomplete preference less useful, and they
gave clear feedback to the AI.

in the text summarization domain. For example, for length metric:
comparing to the results produced by novices (𝐶𝐼95%=[51.20, 54.43],
t(1192) = 64.14) is as good as the outcome produced by experienced
participants (𝛽 = -0.20, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-2.48, 2.08], t(1192) = -0.17, p = .864),
and there are no effects on the involved iteration (𝛽 = -0.12,𝐶𝐼95%=[-
0.26, 0.03], t(1192) = -1.55, p = .120). These results hold the same
as for other metrics. In summary, when comparing to outcomes
produced when engaging with novices, the effects of involving
experienced participants were statistically non-significant, and the
effect of iteration was statistically non-significant and negative.
This means novices achieved the same level of performance as ex-
perienced participants did. These results hold for all metrics we
used for measuring outcome quality.

In the photo color enhancement, except for the contracts (𝛽
= -1.45, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-2.05, -0.84], t(1192) = -4.71, p < .001) and tem-
perature (𝛽 = 0.19, 𝐶𝐼95%=[0.004, 0.37], t(1192) = 2.00, p = .045)
which are significantly influenced regarding exploration iterations.
The effect on brightness using experienced participants is statisti-
cally non-significant and positive (𝛽 = 0.76, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-10.38, 11.89],
t(1192) = 0.13, p = .894) and the effect of iteration is statistically
non-significant and negative (𝛽 = -0.32, 𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.78, 0.14], t(1192)

= -1.37, p = .172), when compared to novices (𝐶𝐼95%=[-7.11, 8.02],
t(1192) = 0.12, p = .907), and these results are the same for saturation
and tint metrics.

Lastly, for 3D model simplification, we found that experienced
participants (𝛽 = 0.003, 𝐶𝐼95%=[0.0001, 0.007], t(1192) = 2.00, p =
.046) outperformed novices (𝐶𝐼95%=[-0.002, 0.002], t(1192) = 0.10)
only in keeping surface distance low, meaning better in maintain-
ing surface quality. We did not find significant differences in other
metrics when comparing experienced users’ and novices’ outcomes.
This result means that experienced participants are better at iden-
tifying technical differences as surface quality is less observable,
as discussed in Section 3.6.3. However, novices can achieve expert-
level performance under the HITL optimization context, similar to
other contexts.

5 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The results in Section 4 could be summarized into two major ob-
servations: 1) Novices can achieve expert-level performance in
objective quality in all cases. 2) Participants with higher expertise
show more explicit preferences, dissatisfaction, and iterations, but
novices are more quickly terminated and show more satisfaction.
Below, we will discuss what implications we think these observa-
tions might have.

5.1 Outcome Quality and Pareto Optimality
When we have a well-defined metric that can measure the quality
of an outcome, the optimization process could be done procedurally
using a machine alone. However, in reality, the outcome quality is
often characterized by a set of metrics, and Pareto optimality [55] is
a useful concept for discussingmachine rationality regarding its out-
come quality. Pareto optimality describes a trade-off situation where
a system outcome is optimal if any improvements in one objective
result in the deterioration of others. This trade-off is also called
the Pareto front, and outcomes on this front refer to Pareto frontiers.
Conceptually, the Pareto optimality captures the measurable com-
ponents when evaluating an outcome, whereas non-measurable
parts reflect more about the subjective matter. Let P𝑠 be the system
parameter space defined by [0, 1]𝑟 (𝑠 ∈ N+), and O be the outcome
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Figure 8: Directly measured preference utility: The utility values are normalized from rating labels (Terrible to Excellent). The
results indicate that regardless of the involved expertise, participants behave consistently, and in later iterations, the final
ranking utility is higher than at the beginning of HITL optimization
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Figure 9: Learned latent preference utility: The inferred utility values from the machine side (i.e., Bayesian optimization).
Our results indicate that provided ranking data from experienced participants are more consistent and more effective in the
learning process for the BO optimizer to learn than the ranking data from novices.
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Figure 10: Objective Quality of System Outcomes: Each context used five metrics to measure the outcome. Experts can identify
the technical difference compared to novices, such as minimizing Chamfer distance in 3D model simplification. Overall, our
results indicate that novices produce expert-level performance in objective quality.

space generated from the parameter space. Then, the rational com-
ponent of a HITL optimization is to explore the outcome space O
concerning a given set of objective metricsM𝑡 (𝑡 ∈ N+). The Pareto
front F is determined by the outcome space and specified metrics,
which essentially depends on the parameter space and metrics, i.e.,
F (P𝑠 ,M𝑡 ), which captures the boundary of machine rationality
and HITL optimization could be considered as the exploration in
this space to reach the Pareto front.

This concept avoids the aggregation problem of contradicted
multi-objective objectives, such as in our user tasks, participants
need to summarize the text while preserving the meaning or sim-
plify 3D models as much as possible while keeping the overall ap-
pearance. However, note that converging to the true Pareto optimal
set has a technical challenge, and yet still in active research [17, 59],
as there might be an infinite amount of candidates, and metrics
might interact with each other. Instead of evaluating whether an
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outcome is a Pareto frontier, it is more useful to discuss whether
the optimization made any progress to guarantee the final outcome
is more dominant than the initial ones.

In our results, we showed that both novices and experienced
participants improved the objective measures and could achieve
a similar level of quality, meaning the final outcomes are Pareto
dominant than the initial ones. Under the Pareto optimality frame-
work, the BO learns the underlying preference using users’ ranking
choices, which tend to converge to different non-Pareto optimal
results. But since the BO optimizer assumes human has a stable
preference utility function that will eventually converge, we argue
that novice participants do not have enough evaluation metrics
in mind, and the system outcome does not necessarily need to ar-
rive at the front. In contrast, experts attempt to keep optimizing
or exploring other objectives when machine rationality already
reaches the objective Pareto front. Hence, compared to experienced
participants who potentially evaluate more metrics than the ma-
chine, more flaws might be discovered in this process, and cause
either more uncertain in expressing its decision and causing more
decision time (e.g., in text summarization) or easier to form a deci-
sion and cause less decision time (e.g., in the photo and 3D model
contexts). Since experts report significantly higher dissatisfaction
than novices, we argue that this result shows a mismatch of the
Pareto front between the participants and machine rationality, and
the source of the dissatisfaction comes from the involved expertise.

5.2 Expertise and Satisficing Decision Strategy
Based on the analysis of the outcome quality from the HITL op-
timization loop, we did not find enough evidence to indicate a
significant difference regarding the quality of the system outcome
between different levels of expertise. However, with increasing
expertise, overall user satisfaction decreases, and the number of
iterations increases. This observed behavior matches the maxi-
mizing decision strategy since participants are asked to terminate
at satisfaction, and experts attempt to explore the solution space
significantly more than novices. Since the involved expertise is
increased, more flaws in the system may be discovered in this pro-
cess, resulting in more dissatisfaction. This observation suggests
that we could involve more expertise to identify more system flaws
iteratively while exploring the solution space. Although machine
rationality would not be improved without a reparameterization
of the underlying algorithm, this observed behavior could be used
as an indicator in hindsight analysis to inform system designers to
1) improve underlying machine rationality, 2) further improve the
HITL optimization process, and 3) better support users to explore
desired solutions. For novices, using a satisficing strategy is good
enough to get to expert-level performance with the help of HITL
optimization.

5.3 The Impact of Involved Expertise
The objective outcome quality might not depend on the involved
human expertise when a machine learner baked enough domain
knowledge in its underlying algorithm. What might be the “min-
imum” required expertise to obtain meaningful machine outputs,
then?What if a user constantly provides flawed random choices? In-
tuitively, such a condition would not benefit a preference-optimized

HITL system. Admittedly, to evaluate the behavior between “zero
expertise” and “novice,” we could program a random choice genera-
tor to test and observe the results. Still, we are bound to a limited
observation time and two implicit assumptions. The first assump-
tion is that the expertise level has a total order, and a random choice
generator is a minimum element for all levels of expertise. Second, a
random choice generator can never produce a meaningful outcome
in the context of HITL optimization.

These two assumptions might be considered true at first sight.
However, we cannot compare the amount of expertise from a ran-
dom choice generator or an intelligent human being. Notably, the
Borel–Cantelli lemma [14]13, states that with an infinite number
of events, the probability14 of observing a meaningful result is 1.
This theory explains that even with a random choice generator, as
long as it continues to generate choices, a meaningful sequence
of choices eventually will occur, such that the HITL system can
produce desired outcomes. In other words, this theoretical fact en-
dorses that a sufficient amount of expertise could be beneficial to
produce meaningful outcomes in a short amount of time compa-
rably, and our results complement that more involved expertise
creates increased iterations of interactions for explorations.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work
Although we allowed users to express “I don’t know” as their in-
complete preference, a participant may still provide a sub-optimal
ranking due to fatigue from a long time of participation or other
relevant reasons, resulting in the violation of the incompleteness
assumption. From an algorithmic perspective, although the PBO
handles ideal randomized choices, the provided ranking choices
might even be worse than assumed Gaussian distributed random
choices due to subjective reasons. Besides, the underlying prefer-
ences might change at every iteration. For example, experts may
further reason for using the system outcomes or trying to make
sense of the sequential outcomes. Instead, novice users judge locally,
making their behavior much more stable. The choice of objective
quality evaluation metrics may also impact the interpretation of
the optimization process due to their interaction effect.

One of the conventional motivations for developing an objective
metric is to use it to predict human judgments. The development of
an objective metric implicitly assumes common sense among the
crowd, and the metric may not be suitable for measuring individual
preferences. Instead of asking users for their judgment to explore
the solution space, it might be more interesting for future research
to utilize human judgment more in exploring dynamic solution
spaces where human is only involved when the machine reaches its
boundary of rationality. Furthermore, instead of evaluating the im-
pact of expertise on the exploration behavior of one static solution
space, we could evaluate the interaction effect of the involved ex-
pertise and the underlying HITL optimizer. For instance, one could
design an experiment to understand the decision behavior on the
Pareto front where all machine-proposed options are objectively
optimal. It would be interesting to check how the involved exper-
tise impacts the decision behavior among all objectively optimal
Pareto frontiers and, thus, better understand the difference between
subjective and objective Pareto fronts.

13In proposition 10.2.2 (b).
14Strictly speaking, the event happens almost surely as the Lebesgue measure is 1.
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6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we evaluated three example contexts to understand
the impact of involving different levels of human expertise in HITL
optimization on the subjective satisfaction of system outcomes qual-
ity. Our study answered our initial research questions: RQ1 using
a human in the loop to optimize system outcomes allows novice
users to achieve expert-level performance; RQ2 with decreasing
expertise, the eventual subjective satisfaction increases, and the
entire process terminates faster.

Our findings contradict the intuition that using higher expertise
leads to better results. Instead, when collaborating with a machine
learner, users without a sufficient amount of domain expertise can
still show a compatible level of performance as experts, with even
higher satisfaction. We argue interpretations of these observations:
1)When humans do not have enough insights to evaluate the quality
of the system outcomes, the eventual result reflects the performance
of the machine algorithm. 2) Expert users express less satisfaction
when having more insights than the underlying algorithm, and the
underlying machine rationality limits the outcome of the optimiza-
tion loop. In this case, the satisfaction of a human can be used as
an indicator to inform system designers further to improve their
underlying machine algorithm. The insights suggest optimization
using human feedback may be more helpful and favor exploration
purposes rather than using them for exploiting the solution space
covered by machine rationality. Our results bring us closer to better
human models and system design principles for exploiting human
intelligence. Inferring and adapting to user expertise also play a
pivotal role in achieving successful interaction. An intelligent ma-
chine system that adequately considers human expertise can help
users improve their skills and achieve higher user satisfaction.

7 OPEN SCIENCE
We encourage readers to reproduce and extend our results. We
open-sourced the collected dataset, systems, and analysis scripts at
https://changkun.de/s/expertise-loop.
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